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Andrea Casali綾s Portrait of Mrs Smart 
Lethieullier: Individuality, Self-
Fashioning, and the Female Grand 
Tour Portrait 
MURRAY TREMELLEN1
 
INTRODUCTION 
During the eighteenth century, the Grand Tour of Europe became established as a rite 
of passage for the British aristocracy, particularly for young, male members of the 
social elite.2 In parallel with the tradition of the Grand Tour itself, there emerged a 
convention of Tourists sitting for a portrait whilst on their travels, a practice which 
reached its peak the mid-1740s to the late 1780s. Since Rome was the most important 
destination on the tour, it is no surprise that the two most important practitioners of 
the genre were based there. Pompeo Batoni (1708-1787) made a speciality of painting 
British sitters from about 1744 until his death, and his principal rival for the Tourist 
market, Anton Raphael Mengs (1728-1779), was active in Rome from 1752 until 1761.3 
Much has been written about the Grand Tour itself, but there has been relatively little 
discussion of the reasons why patrons commissioned these portraits.4 It would seem 
reasonable to assume that they functioned as a souvenir of the trip, a commemoration 
of a rite of passage, and む inやanやageやbeforeや】selfies‒やむ asやtangibleや】proof‒やofやtheやsitter‒sや
travels. More than anything else, however, the existing literature on Grand Tour 
portraits emphasisesや theirや importanceや asや anやaffirmationやofや theや sitter‒sや socialや status╆や
They form む toやuseやStephenやGreenblatt‒sや famousやphraseやむ part of a process of self-
fashioning, through which their sitters project an image of themselves as wealthy, 
travelled, and cultured.5 These traits were important to the sitters as they were seen as 
essential attributes for membership of the gentry or aristocracy.6 
This objective undoubtedly influenced the composition of these pictures, which tend 
to be associated with elaborate costumes and ostentatious display. Indeed, when 
“ndrewやWiltonやintroducedやtheやconceptやofやtheや】SwaggerやPortrait‒やforやtheやTateやGallery‒sや
eponymous 1992 exhibition, he identified Batoni as a key contributor to the genre.7 
Shearer West has also highlighted the importance of external signifiers of wealth and 
status within Grand Tour portraiture, arguing that these tend to overshadow any 
depiction ofやtheやsitter‒sやcharacterやorやpersonality╆8 Sabrina Eliasson adds that there is a 
highやdegreeやofやvisualやuniformityやamongやTourやportraits╇やandやassertsやthatやthisやisや｠aや 
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Figure 1.  Andrea Casali, Portrait of Sir Charles Frederick, c. 1737-1738, oil on canvas, 133 x 96 cm, Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford. © Ashmolean Museum, University of Oxford. 
 
positive characteristic. Visual uniformity reinforced the social aims and ambitions of 
aやsocialやclassやwhoやexpectedやaやparticularやresultや fromやtheや tour╆を9 Yet whilst there are 
clearly commonalities which unite Grand Tour portraits into a recognisable genre, the 
emphasisやonや】uniformity‒やcanやperhapsやbeやoverdrawn╆やSteffiやRoettgenやarguesやthatやsomeや
Grand Tourists む particularly the more discerning and intellectual ones む actually 
wantedや toや avoidや ｠stereotypicalや portraitsを╆や Instead╇や theyや soughtや moreや thoughtfulや
imagesや whichや couldや portrayや ｠aや credibleや relationshipや betweenや theや individualや
expressionやandやtheやsocialやroleやofやtheやsitterを╆10 Roettgen uses this claim as a means to 
differentiate the work of Batoni and Mengs: she argues that Batoni was happy to 
emphasiseや hisや sitter‒sや wealthや andや status╇や whereasや Mengsや wasや moreや interestedや inや
capturing personality and individuality.  
There, is, however, another Grand Tour portraitist whose contribution to the genre 
has received less attention: Andrea Casali (1705-1784), who was active in Rome during 
the 1730s. It is not known exactly how many Grand Tourists he painted there before 
moving to England in 1741, but only two portraits are known have survived.11 One of 
these, his Portrait of Sir Charles Frederick (Fig. 1, c. 1737む1738), can be viewed at the  
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Figure 2.  Andrea Casali, Portrait of Mrs. Smart Lethieullier, c. 1738, oil on canvas, 137.6 x 98.2 cm, London 
Borough of Newham, Heritage Service, London (not on public display). © Newham Archives and Local 
Studies Library. 
 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. The other, his Portrait of Mrs Smart Lethieullier (Fig. 2, c. 
1738), has not been seen in public for more than twenty-five years.12 This is 
unfortunate╇や becauseやMrsや Lethieullier‒sや portraitや isや unusualや notや onlyや becauseや ofや itsや
author and relatively early date, but, perhaps more importantly, because it depicts a 
woman. Indeed, it is the earliest known Grand Tour portrait of a woman.13 A 
considerable number of women made the Tour, but む since the great majority of 
surviving Tour portraits depict male sitters む the distinctive qualities of female Tour 
portraits have received less attention from scholars.14 Moreover, the composition 
containsやtwoやdistinctiveやfeatures╈やtheやsitter‒sやgrand╇やermine-lined cloak, and the globe 
under her hand, which are highly unusual within Grand Tour portraiture, and 
possibly unique for a female sitter. Can these features be reconciled to the existing 
narrative of Tour portraits, or do they present a more fundamental challenge to our 
current understanding of the genre? 
To attempt to make sense of the portrait, this essay will first study Mrs Lethieullier‒sや
life, assess her character and personality (so far as is possible) and identify her social 
position. Then, I shall analyse the iconography of the portrait and consider the extent 
to which it can be reconciled with other, later Grand Tour portraits, particularly those 
of women. There can be little doubt that this portrait was intended to help the sitter 
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fashion her social identity, and it certainly uses recognisable signifiers. However, it is 
by no means formulaic: the portrait is as individual as its sitter, and it uses familiar 
devices in unexpected ways. Moreover, I shall argue that this picture suggests the 
influence of two factors which have been rarely, if ever, considered in relation to Tour 
portraiture: theatricality and the traditions of state portraiture. A study of Mrs 
Lethieullier‒sやportraitやmayやassistやusやinやmovingやtowardsやaやmoreやdetailedやandやnuancedや
understanding of the Grand Tour portrait genre.  
 
MRS LETHIEULLIER AND HER FAMILY 
Mrs Lethieullier was born c. 1707 as Margaret Sloper, the daughter of William Sloper 
Snr╆や ofやWestやWoodhay╇や”erkshire╆や Sloperやwasやaや 】self-madeやman‒や andやanや influentialや
Whig MP;  his estates covered thousands of acres in Berkshire, Hampshire and 
Wiltshire.15 Margaret‒sや future husband, Smart Lethieullier, was descended from 
Huguenot refugees; his father, John, was a successful merchant who had elevated his 
family to the landed gentry by purchasing Alderbrook Manor, Essex, in 1694.16 Smart 
and Margaret married in 1725.17 Smart had his portrait painted by George Knapton at 
about this time, but there is currently no evidence of any contemporary portrait of 
Margaret.18 This is surprising because, in this era, marriage was the life event most 
likely to prompt a wealthy eighteenth-century woman to sit for a portrait.19 If Margaret 
was still lacking a good portrait of herself by the late 1730s, then she may have viewed 
her Tour as the perfect excuse to sit for one.  
Sadly, we have no surviving letters or diaries from Margaret herself that might give 
insightsやintoやherやcharacterやorやmindset╆やSmart‒sやsurvivingやcorrespondenceやoftenやrefersや
to her, but usually only in passing. Nevertheless, his letters convey a sense that Smart 
and Margaret were a genuinely close couple who prized family relationships above 
social conventions.  This is particularly demonstrated by their relations with 
Margaret‒sやbrother╇やWilliamやSloperやJnr╆╇やandやhisやmistress╇やtheやactressやSusannahやCibber╆や
Whilst Smart and Margaret were in Italy, William had separated from his wife and 
allowed Susannah む who was also married む to move in with him at West Woodhay. 
Even by the lax moral standards of the eighteenth century, this was considered 
scandalousやandやSusannahやfoundやherselfやalmostやcompletelyやostracisedやbyや｠respectableや
womenを╆20 Smart and Margaret, however, welcomed Susannah into the family and 
continuedや toや visitやWestやWoodhay╆や Indeed╇や theyや evenや helpedや toや nurseや theや couple‒sや
illegitimate daughter back to health after she caught smallpox.21 
Margaret‒sやcloseやrelationshipやwithやherやhusband did not prevent her from pursuing 
independentや hobbies╆や Smart‒sや lettersや toや Charlesや Lyttelton╇や forや example╇や attestや toや
Margaret‒sやinterestsやinやgardeningやandやmusic╆22 Onやtheやotherやhand╇やSmart‒sやprincipalや
interest was antiquarianism; indeed, he was a Fellow of both the Royal Society and 
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the Society of Antiquaries.23 There is no evidence that Margaret took anything more 
than a polite interest in this field. In one of his letters to Lyttelton, Smart recalls leaving  
his friend to dine with Margaret at a local inn whilst he went off in pursuit of Roman 
remains.24  
However╇やMargaret‒sやmostやimportantやinterestやむ at least in connection with her portrait 
む was amateur dramatics. She seems to have had a serious and sustained enthusiasm 
for theatrical performance, and it was already apparent during her Grand Tour: Lady 
MaryやWortleyやMontaguやreferredやtoやherやgivingや｠comediesをやinやVenice╆25 On her return 
home╇や Margaret‒sや closeや friendshipや withや Susannahや Cibberや providedや furtherや
opportunities to indulge this interest. In the 1740s, David Garrick visited Susannah at 
West Woodhay, and Margaret joined them in performing music and theatricals for the 
rest of the family.26 Margaret‒sや loveや ofや musicや alsoや providedや opportunitiesや forや
performance. In 1752, when Smart was ill and the couple were staying in Bath, 
Margaret organised musical evenings for his entertainment.27  
Altogether this evidence may suggest that Margaret was a woman with a sense of fun, 
who loved performance and was perhaps not unduly concerned about social 
conventions. Nevertheless, in the clearly-defined class structure of eighteenth-century 
England, the Lethieulliers would have been conscious of their position within the 
social hierarchy.28 Indeed, this consciousness must have provided at least part of the 
motivationやforやtheirやGrandやTour╆やSmart‒sやfatherやhadやalreadyやgivenやhimやaやsettlementやofや
lands upon his marriage in 1725, thus confirming his status as a gentleman. However, 
it was not until 1737, when John Lethieullier died and Smart inherited the family estate 
at Aldersbrook, that Smart and Margaret set out on their Grand Tour.29 Admittedly, it 
mayやbeや thatや itやwasやonlyやafterやSmart‒sや inheritanceや thatや theyやhadや theやwherewithalや toや
make the trip. Nevertheless, the fact that Smart and Margaret set out so soon after 
John‒sやdeathやsuggestsや thatや theyやviewedやtheや tourやasやanやessentialや riteやofやpassageや thatや
their newfound status demanded of them. They are known to have arrived in Rome 
by December 1737 and stayed there until at least August 1738 before moving on to 
Venice; they may also have spent time in Florence and Lombardy along the way. They 
had left Venice by September 1739.30  
Thus, in terms of their social identity and self-fashioning, the couple had an obvious 
motive for commissioning Grand Tour portraits. The pictures would have 
commemoratedや notや onlyや aや memorableや trip╇や butや alsoや Smart‒sや inheritanceや andや theや
confirmation of his status as a member of the landed gentry. We do not know exactly 
howや Margaret‒sや portraitや cameや toや beや commissioned╉や atや present╇や relativelyや littleや
informationや isや availableや aboutや Casali‒sや practiceや inや Rome╆や However╇や Sirや Charlesや
Frederick, who was also painted by Casali in 1737-1738, was another well-known 
antiquary╇やandやaやfriendやofやSmart‒sやthereby╇やsoやasやFrancisやRussellやhasやpointedやout╇やtheirや
commissions were almost certainly connected.31  
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Figure 3.  Andrea Casali, A Member of the Sloper Family [sic], c. 1738, current location unknown. © National 
Portrait Gallery, London. 
 
Inや addition╇や theや Heinzや archiveや containsや aや photographや ofや aや portraitや captionedや ｠aや
memberやofやtheやSloperやfamilyをや〉Fig╆やｳ, c. 1738). The whereabouts of the original version 
areやunknown╇やbutやitやwasやapparentlyやsoldやatやauction╇やalongやwithやMargaret‒sやportrait, in 
1937.32 The identification of the sitter as a member of the Sloper family seems unlikely. 
Margaret‒sやonlyやcloseやmaleやrelativeやwhoやwouldやhaveやbeenやtheやrightやageやatやthatやtimeや
would be her brother William, who is known to have been in England during 1737-
1738.33 It would appear far more likely that this is a picture of Smart Lethieullier, and 
wasやpaintedやasやaやpendantやforやMargaret‒sやportrait╆やTheやcompositionsやofやtheやtwoやpicturesや
are obviously complementary, with the two figures nearly mirroring each other, and 
theやman‒sやfacialやfeaturesやseemやaやgoodやmatchやforやthoseやinやKnapton‒sやportraitやofやSmart╆ 
Of course, this identification is only speculative, but it strongly suggests that 
Margaret‒sやportraitやshouldやbeやviewedやnotやmerelyやasやanやindividualやcommission, but as 
one half of a joint commission. As we shall see, paired portraits of couples are unusual, 
but certainly not unique within Grand Tour portraiture. While this article focuses 
primarilyやonやMargaret‒sやportrait╇やthisやpossibleやpendantやportraitやmustやbeやkept in mind. 
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Figure 4.  Pompeo Batoni, Georgiana Poyntz, Countess Spencer (1738-1814), 1764, oil on canvas, 137.2 x 123.2 
cm, Althorp House, Northampton. © Collection at Althorp. 
 
ROMAN BACKDROPS 
What╇やthen╇やareやsomeやvisualやelementsやofやCasali‒sやcompositions′や“sideやfromやtheやsittersや
themselves, the most important features are the backdrops. Both Margaret and the 
unidentified male sitter are positioned in front of classical columns which frame an 
open window. This feature was by no means unique to Grand Tour portraits: it had 
been a common compositional device in British portraits, of both men and women, 
since the Stuart era. They were particularly appropriate in this context, however, 
because they were used to frame backdrops containing identifiable Roman landmarks. 
The use of these backdrops in Grand Tour portraiture was a common device to signal 
aやsitter‒sやtravelやandやclassicalやknowledge╆やMargaretやLethieullier‒sやportrait╇やhowever╇やisや
unusual in that it uses this device in conjunction with a female sitter. By contrast, 
Batoni rarely used Roman landmarks in his portraits of female sitters, although they 
were common in his male portraits. For example, his portrait of Lady Mary Fox, 
Baroness Holland (1767) simply shows the sitter standing against a curtain and a 
column; in this case, the fact that she is wearing a travelling costume is the only visual 
clue that the picture was painted abroad.34 A notable exception to this pattern is 
”atoni‒sやportraitやofやGeorgiana Poyntz, Countess Spencer (Fig. 4, 1764) in which the 
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Colosseum is visible through the window. Bowron and Kerber argue that, in this case, 
Batoni was paying tribute to an unusually accomplished woman who took a keen 
interest in the history and architecture of the city.35 By contrast, the instrument and 
sheetやmusicやvisibleやonやtheやtable╇やthoughやreflectingやLadyやSpencer‒sやgenuineやenthusiasmや
for music, also allowed her to highlight her talents within an approved sphere of 
femaleや】accomplishments‒╆やItやwasやtalents like these, rather than classical knowledge, 
whichやgenerallyやdefinedやaやwoman‒sやsocialやrole╆36 This explanation helps to reconcile 
Ladyや Spencer‒sや portraitや toや theや traditionalや Grandや Tourや portraitや narrativeや ofや self-
fashioning through external signifiers╆やHowever╇やMargaret‒sやbackdropやappearsやmoreや
difficult to reconcile to this traditional narrative, especially in light of her apparent 
apathy to antiquities.  
If the missing Casali painting is indeed a portrait of Smart, then it may be that 
Margaret‒sや backdropや wasや chosenや toや complementや this╆や Inや generalや terms╇や Smart‒sや
genuine enthusiasm for antiquarianism would have given a strong incentive to 
includeやtheseやclassicalやlandmarks╆やHowever╇やtheやrationaleやforやtheやLethieulliers‒やspecificや
choices of buildings may run deeper than this. The male portrait appears to show the 
“rchや ofや Titus╇や whilstや inやMargaret‒sや theや Pyramidや ofや Cestiusや isや justや visible╆ Roman 
backdrops like these are indelibly associated with Grand Tour portraits. Indeed, 
British Tourists had been depicted in this way at least as early as the 1720s, when 
Francesco Trevisani painted Sir Edward Gascoigne in front of the Colosseum.37 As 
Casali wasやaやpupilや ofやTrevisani‒s╇や itや isやpossibleや theや formatやwasや takenやdirectlyや fromや
him.38 Unlikeや aやmodernや 】selfie‒╇や however╇や theseや portraitsや hadや toや doやmoreや thanや justや
prove that the sitter had visited a particular place. Roman landmarks signified not 
only travel but engagement with classical culture. In an age when ancient Greece and 
Rome were held up as models for contemporary society, young aristocrats and 
gentlemen needed to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of classical 
antiquity. The depiction of any well-known Roman building or sculpture could help 
the sitter to fulfil this general objective, but Casali seems to have gone further. It 
appears that he carefully chose particular landmarks to communicate specific 
messages about his sitters. Admittedly, these messages rely on prior knowledge of 
both sitter and landmark, as well as an understanding of the eighteenth-century social 
context; hence, they are not as obvious today as they would have been to 
contemporary viewers. For example, if our identification of Smart Lethieullier as the 
mystery male sitter is correct, why would he choose to be depicted against the Arch 
of Titus? His family had no military connections, so why choose a monument which 
commemorated a military victory? The answer may lie in the fact that the arch was 
builtや afterや Titus‒sや death╈や itや commemoratedや notや onlyや hisや suppressionや ofや theや Judeanや
revolt, but also his posthumous deification.39 Thus, the elevation of Titus from mortal 
toや divineや statusや mayや symboliseや Smart‒sや ownや apotheosis╈や hisや elevation from a 
merchant‒sやsonやtoやaやlandedやgentleman╆や 
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Figure 5.  Pompeo Batoni, Portrait of Richard Cavendish, 1773, oil on canvas, 128 x 96.7 cm, Chatsworth, 
Bakewell. © The Devonshire Collection, image courtesy of Chatsworth Settlement Trustees. 
 
Margaret, meanwhile, is depicted with the Pyramid of Cestius, the tomb of the Roman 
General and Senator Gaius Cestius Gallus. Again, it is not immediately obvious how 
thisやobscureやhistoricalやfigureやmightやreflectやMargaret‒sやinterestsやorやsocialやaspirations╆や
However, the inscription on the tomb tells us that Gallus served as Tribune of the 
Plebs: this means that he was elected by the working-class people of Rome to protect 
their interests in the Senate.40 ThisやmayやbeやanやanalogyやforやMargaret‒sやfather╇やtheやself-
made man who became a member of the House of Commons. Thus, it seems plausible 
to suggest that these landmarks were carefully chosen to advance specific messages 
aboutやtheやsitter‒sやplaceやinやsociety╇やthoughやadmittedlyやthisやexplanationやassumesやthatやtheや
sitters made the choice of landmarks for themselves. It is possible that Casali may have 
taken the initiative in proposing these features, but a more detailed study of the artist 
and his practice in Rome would be needed in order to suggest his possible motives 
with any confidence.  
OtherやelementsやofやMargaret‒sやportrait╇やhowever╇やareやharderやtoやexplainやinやtheseやterms╆や
The globe on the table, for example, is highly unusual within Grand Tour portraiture. 
“dmittedly╇や”atoni‒sやｱｷｸｲやportraitやofやThomasやTayleur╇やｱstやMarquess of Headfort, also 
contains a freestanding globe. However, in that case it is positioned on a desk between 
the sitter and the window, a conventional symbol of learning and travel, as would be 
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expected for a male sitter.41 Eliasson has noted that many ofや”atoni‒sやlaterやportraitsや
feature a sculpture of the goddess Roma, holding out a globe to the sitter. His Portrait 
of Richard Cavendish (Fig. 5, 1773) is one such example. Eliasson argues that in this case, 
theやglobeやbecomesやaやsymbolやofやtheやwisdomやandや｠civicやvirtueをやofやtheやClassicalやworld╆や
Roma む the personification of Rome む literally offers these things to the British 
Tourists, who are thus positioned as the natural heirs to Classical civilisation.42 Indeed, 
Roma was sufficiently evocative of classical Rome that there was no need for Batoni 
to include any landmark buildings: the sculpture alone was sufficient to identify the 
picture as a Grand Tour portrait.  
Nevertheless, as a signifier the Roma sculpture, and its globe, appears far more 
relevant to a maleや portraitや thanや aや femaleや one╆や 】Civicや virtue‒や wouldや haveや beenや
considered less important for women in the eighteenth century, due to their more 
limitedやpublicやroles╉やindeed╇やasやfarやasやcanやbeやascertained╇やallや”atoni‒sや】Roma‒やportraitsや
depict male sitters.43 ”esides╇やMargaret‒sやpostureやむ with her hand firmly placed on the 
globe む suggests something already possessed, rather than something offered. In this, 
itやuncannilyやechoesやtwoやmuchやmoreやfamousやEnglishやportraits╈やtheや｠“rmadaやportraitをや
of Elizabeth I (Fig. 6, c╆やｱｵｸｸ《╇やandやvanやDyck‒sや｠MadagascarやPortraitをやofやtheやEarlやandや
Countess of Arundel (Fig. 7, c. 1639む1640). In both these pictures, the globe is an 
Imperialistやmetaphor╆やElizabeth‒sやhandやcoversやtheや“mericas╇やsignifyingやherやpossessionや
of the English coloniesや there╇や whileや inや vanや Dyck‒sや pictureや theや Earlや andや Countessや
gesture towards Madagascar, where the Duke intended to lead a colonising 
expedition.44 Conversely╇や Margaret‒sや hadや noや landや ofや herや own╇や norや anyや politicalや
influence. Thus, unlike the other Tour portraitsやweやhaveやseen╇やtheやglobeやinやMargaret‒や
picture is not an allegory for possession, whether of territory or cultural knowledge. 
Nevertheless╇やtheやsimilaritiesやbetweenやMrsやLethieullier‒sやpaintingやandやstateやportraitsや
like that of the Arundels are too strong to be coincidental. Casali must have been 
familiar with the traditions of state portraiture and is surely echoing their imagery 
deliberately╆や“sやIやwillやtryやtoやdemonstrate╇やMargaret‒sやtheatricalやinterestsやmayやprovideや
an explanation for this.   
 
MARGARET綾S COSTUME  
Mrsや Lethieullier‒sや costumeや providesや anotherや strikingや similarityや withや theや “rundelや
portrait. Whilst the colours are different, her combination of a plain silk dress and an 
ermine-linedやrobeやisやstrikinglyやsimilarやtoやLadyや“rundel‒sやattire╆やExtravagantやclothing 
is not, in itself, unusual within Grand Tour portraiture. During the eighteenth century, 
continental fashions were far more ostentatious than the prevailing British styles, and 
many Tourists sitters took the opportunity to be painted in clothes far more elaborate 
than anything they would have worn at home.45 Moreover, the dress may have been  
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Figure 6.  English School, 16th Century, Elizabeth I, 1533-┩┮┨┫ こthe をArmada Portraitぁさ〈 c. 1588, oil on panel, 
ЬЬЭ葦а x ЬЭв cm芦 Queen綾s House芦 London葦 © National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.  Anthony van Dyck, Thomas Howard Graf Arundel (1586-1646) und seine Gattin Alathea Talbot, c. 
1639-1640, 124 x 202 cm, Arundel Castle, Arundel. © Arundel Castle Archives. 
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Casali‒s choiceやratherやthanやMargaret‒s╆や“rtistsやoftenやfavouredやplainやsilksやbecauseやtheyや
facilitated virtuoso renderings of the interplay of light and material.46 Margaret‒sやrobe╇や
however, is an unusual choice for a Grand Tour portrait, and possibly unique for a 
female sitter.47   
In Britain, ermine is traditionally associated with royalty or nobility; hence both the 
Earl and Countess of Arundel wear ermine robes in their joint portrait. It is traditional 
for the monarch to wear a similar robe for their coronation ceremony, and to this day 
they often feature in British royal portraits. The visual language of the court is 
underscoredやbyやMargaret‒sやthrone-like Rococo chair and her regal, upright posture. 
Wiltonやarguesやthatや｠theやlanguageやofやsocialやswaggerをやwithinやGrandやManner portraiture 
｠derivesやfromやandやdeliberatelyやalludesや toや theや languageやofやstateやportraitsを╇やbutやsuchや
overtly royal iconography is not typical within Grand Tour portraiture.48 Moreover, 
whilst Grand Tour portrait costumes were often extravagant, they usually combined 
their fashionable style with an air of ease and comfort. All the male sitters considered 
in this essay む Frederick╇やCavendish╇やandやCasali‒sやmysteryやgentlemanやむ opted to wear 
their flamboyant waistcoats in a dishabille manner.  Even Lady Spencer‒sや elegantや
apricotや gownや wasや farや moreや plausibleや asや anや everydayや costumeや thanや Margaret‒sや
cumbersome robe, which would have been totally impractical almost anywhere 
outsideやtheやartist‒sやstudio╆や 
However╇やwhilstや 】swagger‒やcostumesやlikeやthoseやofやFrederickやorやCavendish were the 
most popular choice for Grand Tour portraits, there was also a significant group of 
sittersやwhoやoptedや forや 】fancyやdress‒やcostumesやofやoneや formやorやanother╆やWeやknow╇や forや
example╇やthatやsomeやofや”atoni‒sやsittersやwereやportrayedやinや｠Vandykeをやdress; one (sadly 
untraced《や portraitや apparentlyや depictedや itsや sitterや inや ｠Romanや habitを╆49  However, 
perhapsやtheやmostやinterestingやcomparisonsやwithやMrsやLethieullier‒sやpaintingやareや”atoniや
1751 portraits of the Fetherstonhaugh family, which form a particularly distinctive set 
within his oeuvre. Coincidentally Sarah, Lady Fetherstonhaugh (née Lethieullier) was 
aやsecondやcousinやofやSmart‒s╇やandやinやfactやtheやFetherstonhaughsやmadeやtheirやGrandやTourや
in very similar circumstances to Smart and Margaret, albeit a decade later.50 The 
Fetherstonhaugh fortune had been made through trade, and Sir Matthew, like Smart, 
waited until he had received his inheritance and acquired his own country estate 
before embarking on a Grand Tour.51 Nevertheless, the Fetherstonhaugh portraits are 
veryやdifferentやtoやCasali‒sやwork╆やUnusually╇やSirやMatthewやandやSarahやeachやsatやtwiceやtoや
Batoni; the themes of the four portraits, whilst different, are related.52 In all four 
pictures, the sitters are depicted in rural landscapes, with no specific classical 
monuments visible; only the distant mountains hint at an Italian setting. Eliasson 
posits that, rather than using Roman landmarks to commemorate their apotheosis, 
”atoni‒sや portraitsや celebrateや theや Fetherstonhaughs‒や newや status by portraying the 
hunting and country pursuits they will enjoy on their new estate when they return 
home.53 This explains why one set of portraits features pastoral accessories such as 
fruit and wreaths of corn, while the other depicts the sitters in hunting costumes. 
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Indeed, in one of her portraits, Lady Fetherstonhaugh is depicted as Diana, the Roman 
goddess of hunting (Fig. 8, 1751). This kind of allegorical depiction is unusual within 
Grand Tour portraiture, but it fits in to a wider, and long-established, tradition within 
female portraiture in which allegorical personae were used to emphasise specific 
virtues of the sitter.54 This ultimately reflects the fact that women had more limited 
publicやrolesやthanやmenやatやthisやtime╉やhence╇やwhilstやaやman‒sやportrait would emphasise his 
publicやrole╇やwomen‒sやportraitsやcouldやonlyやemphasiseやprivateやvirtues╇やandやallegoricalや
depictions helped to do this.55 Consequently, Lady Sarah appears in character as Diana 
(signified by the crescent moon on her head), whilst Sir Matthew む though wearing a 
fanciful hunting costume む is portrayed as himself.56  
Margaret‒sや portraitや appearsや toや subvertや thisや allegoricalや tradition╆や Herや ermineや cloakや
certainlyやseemsやtoやbeやsomeやkindやofや】fancyやdress‒やcostumeやchosenやspecificallyやforやtheや
portrait. However, rather than portraying herself as a heroine from classical 
mythology, Margaret has cast herself as a monarch or aristocrat, her costume and 
accessories deliberately echoing the imagery of state pictures such as the Arundel 
portrait. She thus portrays herself in a public role which she does not play in real life. 
Whereas the Fetherstonhaugh portraits serve as an allegory for the actual social roles 
the couple will fulfil upon their return home む namely country squires and sportsmen 
む Margaret pretends to a much higher social rank than she can realistically expect to 
attain.  
Margaret‒sやportraitやthen╇やappearsやnotやtoやbeやanやallegory╉やyetやitやisやhardやtoやseeやhowやsheや
might exploit the symbolism of state portraiture for any other purpose. As Shawe-
Taylor putsやit╇やlongやrobesやinやportraitureやconnoteや｠rank╇やpowerやandやdynastyを╆57 Smart 
and Margaret, however, had no real power, and only minor rank; nor did they ever 
establish their own dynasty, for their marriage remained childless. One might suggest 
that the portrait was conceived purely as an act of arrogant snobbery, an attempt by 
Mrs Lethieullier to align herself with her social betters. However, such behaviour 
seems out-of-keepingやwithやwhatやlittleやweやknowやofやMargaret‒sやcharacter╈やsheやappearsや
to have been relaxed and unpretentious, unafraid to play a comic role on stage or to 
socialise with the ostracised actress Susannah Cibber. 
Itやmay╇やasやmentioned╇やbeやMargaret‒sやinterestやinやtheatreやwhichやprovidesやtheやsolutionやtoや
this conundrum. Wilton has argued that theatricality was a definite influence on some 
early Grand Manner portraits, and has even shown instances of women using a 
portrait to commemorate a specific performance in a play or masque.58 It is not 
impossible, then, that Margaret chose her costume to reflect a theatrical role which she 
played during her time in Italy. This would certainly help to explain the difference in 
dressや andやdemeanourやbetweenやMargaret‒sやportraitや andやSmart‒sや 〉assumingや thatやourや
identification of the mystery sitter is correct). We have no evidence that Smart himself 
acted; instead, his portrait emphasises his scholarly talents and antiquarian interests, 
by means of the open folio on his knee. He lounges in the chair, relaxed and dishabille, 
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Figure 8.  Pompeo Batoni, Sarah Lethieullier, Lady Fetherstonhaugh (1722-1788), as Diana, 1751, oil on 
canvas, 96.5 x 72.4 cm, The National Trust, Uppark House and Garden, Petersfield. © National Trust Images. 
 
 
Figure 9.  Thomas Hudson, Susannah Maria Cibber (née Arne), c. 1749, oil on canvas, 76.2 x 62.9 cm, National 
Portrait Gallery, London. © National Portrait Gallery, London. 
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 to demonstrate his ease and confidence within the Roman environment. Margaret, by 
contrast, sits upright and regal, reflecting both her extravagant (and corseted) 
costume, and the character she is portraying. The depiction of Margaret in a theatrical 
role wouldやalsoやexplainやtheやportrait‒sやuseやofやsymbolsやfromやstateやportraiture╇やsuchやasや
the cloak and globe. As we have seen, these attributes are difficult to explain in relation 
toや theや usualや socialや expectationsや forや aや womanや ofや Margaret‒sや class╆や Yetや ifや theyや areや
attributes designed to establish a theatrical character then this problem is resolved, 
andやMargaret‒sやportraitやmayやbeやunderstoodやasやaやveryやinterestingやandやunusualやinstanceや
ofやaやGrandやTourやportraitやbeingやusedやtoやemphasiseやtheやsitter‒sやpersonalやinterests╇やrather 
than to self-fashion her actual class identity in accordance with social expectationsAs 
a final aside, it is interesting to note that Susannah Cibber, in her later portrait by 
Thomas Hudson, has adopted a rather similar costume to that worn by Margaret, 
albeit with silk drapery rather than an ermine robe (Fig. 9, c. 1749). Although there is 
not enough evidence to draw a definite link between the two paintings, Susannah 
mustやsurelyやhaveやbeenやawareやofやMrsやLethieullier‒sやportrait╆やIf╇や indeed╇やthereやwasやanや
elementや ofや deliberateや theatricalityや inや Margaret‒sや picture╇や thenや thisや mayや wellや haveや
appealed to the famous London actress.  
 
CONCLUSION  
There is still much work to be done to better understand the early evolution of the 
Grand Tour portrait, and particularlyや Casali‒sや contribution╆や Moreover╇や theや
biographical knowledge of Margaret Lethieullier is limited; since she did not leave 
behind a direct commentary on the portrait, we will never know what her intentions 
were. Nevertheless, her portrait serves to remind us that, whilst self-fashioning and 
the communication of social identity were undoubtedly important objectives of the 
Tourやportrait╇やthereやwasやneverやaやfixedや】formula‒やforやsuchやpictures╆やSomeやGrandやTourや
portraits are as individual as their sitters, and it seems there was plenty of scope for 
artists to emphasise the character and personal interests of the person depicted.  
Margaret‒sや portraitや alsoや castsや newや lightや onや theや possibleや influencesや whichや shapedや
Grand Tour portraiture. The link between state portraiture and Grand Tour images is 
not an entirely new idea; after all, it is well-known that Batoni painted popes and 
Europeanやroyaltyやasやwellやasやtourists╆やHowever╇やMargaret‒sやportraitやisやunusuallyやdirectや
in its utilisation of royal iconography. The possible influenceやofやMargaret‒sやtheatricalや
interests on her portrait is an intriguing one, and would merit further investigation. 
There may be scope, for example, to establish connections or parallels between Grand 
Tour portraits and eighteenth-century theatrical portraits╆や “boveや all╇や Margaret‒sや
portrait demonstrates a clear need for a general re-assessment of female Grand Tour 
portraiture. Is it possible to construct a narrative which can account for female Grand 
Tour portraits as a distinct sub-genre, evolving separately to, but in parallel with, their 
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male counterparts? Or are these images simply too unusual and diverse to be 
considered as a coherent group? 
Grand Tour portraits were far more than just agglomerations of conventional symbols; 
behindや theirや superficialや 】uniformity‒や liesや considerableや nuance╆や Whilstや thereや areや
certainly recurring motifs, different sitters could use them in different ways and for 
different purposes. Even between pendant portraits む perhapsやincludingやMargaret‒sや
portrait and its missing male counterpart む there are important variations of 
symbolism and meaning. These partly reflect the different social expectations for male 
andやfemaleやportraiture╇やbutやmayやalsoやbeやaやreflectionやofやtheやsitters‒やindividualやchoicesや
and interests.  
Whatever Margaret Lethieullier may have intended for her portrait, it is undoubtedly 
a beautiful and intriguing work of art. Hopefully this article will encourage other 
scholars to turn their attention to a painting which has been overlooked for far too 
long.  
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